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Abstract 
BACH (Buenos Aires Cyclic Homology Group), Cyclic homology of hypersurfaces, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 83 (1992) 205-218. 
We compute the cyclic homology of the k-algebra &, where A is a geometrically regular 
k-algebra over a characteristic zero field k and PE A is a non zero divisor. 
In [5] the authors prove that the cyclic homology of &, where A is the ring of 
regular functions of a nonsingular affine variety over a characteristic zero field k 
and P E A is a non zero divisor, is a direct sum of the homologies of the 
complexes 
R*(A) 
50*(A) ’ 
where F,fl*(A) is a subcomplex of a filtration of O*(A), that depends on P. This 
result is also true when A is an homologically regular k-algebra and P E A is a 
non zero divisor, as it is shown in [4]. 
In this work we explicitly compute the cyclic homology of &, by computing 
the homologies of the complexes 
o*(A) 
CL?*(A) ’ 
Our main result is Theorem 7, where we express the cyclic homology of 6 in 
terms of De Rham homologies and differential modules of the k-algebras &, for 
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i > 0. These homologies have also been calculated, when A = k[X,, . , X,], P is 
homogeneous and the variety defined by P has a finite number of singularities, in 
other papers (for instance [2, 3, 7, 91) and when A = Sp’k[X,, . . , X,], where S 
is a multiplicative subset of k[X,, . . . ,X,] and the variety defined by P has a 
finite number of singularities by J.A. Guccione, J.J. Guccione and G. Cortifias in 
an unpublished work. In Remark 8 and Example 11, we verify that Theorem 7 
coincides with those results in this particular case. In Remark 12, we generalize 
Theorem 7, replacing (P) by an ideal I that is locally a complete intersection. 
In [S], the author asked a question about the meaning of 
for i = 0, in Remark 13. 
We answer this question using our computation of 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero and A a k-algebra. We denote by HH,(A) 
the Hochschild homology of A with coefficients in A. 
Definition 1. A k-algebra A is homologically regdar if the canonical map 
O*(A)+ HH,(A) 1s an isomorphism and 0 ‘(A) is flat. 
It is known [l, Proposition C] that a noetherian k-algebra is homologically 
regular if and only if it is geometrically regular. 
Let A be a homologically regular k-algebra and P E A a non zero divisor of A. 
For each r > 0 we denote A, = &. We want to compute the cyclic homology 
HC,(A,) of A,. In [4], the authors show that 
HC,,(A ,) = ‘3 fY2’ (F ‘.;jf;A) ) ,
n-r 
where 
R*(A) 
F/2*(A) 
(which will be called DT;, to simplify notation) is the cochain complex 
P’+‘R’(A) P’L?‘(A) 
d A...- O’-‘(A) d @(A) +. 
P2fjp1(A) - ___ PC(A) ’ 
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with d the morphism induced by the De Rham differential. Moreover, 
S : HC,(A,)+HC,_,(A,) is induced by the direct sum of the canonical projec- 
tions 7~* : DTj, -+ II:,_ lj (for A the ring of regular functions of a nonsingular 
affine variety this theorem was proved in [5]). Thus we have to compute the 
homologies H’-‘(D;“,,) for 0 5 r 5 j. We will freely use that 
&(A,) = a’(A) 
f%‘(A) + dP’fI~‘(A) ’ 
Lemma 2. For 0 I Y 5 j let DT,,r, be the cochain complex 
P’+‘@(A) P’+‘R’(A) + dP’+‘Q”(A) 
d d &‘(A) 
- ” ‘- P’+‘@-‘(A) + &,r+‘fi]-r-‘(A) 
L .‘-‘+‘(A) 
P’@‘+‘(A) 
d d L?-‘(A) 
-".- pZfij-l(A) 
& R’(A) -0 
%“(A) ’ 
which is equal to 
d 
-. . .~@(A,+,)& .‘-‘+‘(A) 
P’Wr+‘(A) 
d d R’-‘(A) 
-. . .- p2a/-l(A) 
The canonical projection n;,, : DTj, -+ D;*l,l, induces an isomorphism H’-‘(D ;* ,) 
in H’p’(D;“,,r,). 
Proof. Let IV;“,,, be the kernel of rr;,,. A direct computation shows that NT,,I, is 
the cochain complex 
0~ P’+‘&(A) d 
P’+‘@(A) - 
Pr+‘,‘(A) + dP’+‘R”(A) 
P% ‘(A) 
d 
-.. 
-A P’+‘W~‘(A) + dP’+‘L?P’-2(A) 
,r+2fi’-‘m1(A) 
-5 
Pr+‘Wr(A) + dP’+‘R’~‘~‘(A) ~ O-, . . . ~ o 
p”‘fln’-‘(A) 
The long exact sequence associated to 
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is 
. . .+ff-’ (N;;,‘,)* H’-‘(D;;,)* H'-'(D;;,',)+O . 
The proof is concluded by noting that H’-‘(NTj,‘,) = 0. 0 
Lemma 3. For 0 < r 5 j we have: 
(a) The intersection Pro’-‘(A’+,) n dfi’-‘-‘(A’+,) is included in H’-‘(L;;.,), 
u here L;“I, is the cochain complex 
o+ f”@(A) d P’?2’(A) 
P’+‘fl’(A) - l%‘(A) 
_. _ .L f=-‘(A) d 
P*fl’-‘(A) 
& WA) +. 
Pa’(A) 
(b) The De Rham homology H&(A’) of A’ is a subspace of H’-‘(D&,,). 
Proof. (a) For r = 0 the assertion is trivial and if r # 0 
Pro’-‘(A’+,) n da’-‘-‘(A’+,) 
= (P’+‘W’(A) + don’-‘-‘(A) + dP’+‘fi’-‘-‘(A)) r-l Pro’-‘(A) 
P’+‘fini-‘(A) + dP’+‘fin’-‘-‘(A) > 
that is clearly included in 
ker 
P’W’(A) 
P’+‘fil-‘(A) + dP’+‘flj-‘-‘(A) 
d\ P’-loj-‘+l(A) 
P’fi’_“‘(A) > 
= H’-‘(L;;,) . 
(b) Suppose that 1 < r < j. In this case 
{w E n’-‘(A): dw E P’%-‘+‘(A)} 
= P’fij-‘(A) + don’-‘-‘(A) + dP’fij_‘-‘(A) 
and 
H’,-,‘(A,) = ‘w E a ‘-‘(A): dw E P’@‘+‘(A) + dP’fi’-‘(A)} 
P’&‘(A) + don’-‘-‘(A) + dP’@-‘-‘(A) ’ 
NOW the result becomes obvious. The cases r = 1 and r = j are analogous. C 
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Lemma 4. The image of the morphism H’-‘(DF,,)A H’-‘(D;“,-,,) induced by 
the canonical projection VT* : Dt,+ Drj_l, is H&i(A’) for all 15 r 5 j. 
Proof. Since 
H’-‘(D;;,) = H’-‘(D&J 
{w E R’+(A): do E P’W’+‘(A)} 
- P’+‘flj-‘(A) + don’-‘-‘(A) + dP’+lfi~-‘-l(A) 
and 
Hi-,‘(A,) zz lw En ‘+(A): do E P’ll-“‘(A) + dPK?+(A)} 
P’&‘(A) + dR’-‘-‘(A) + dP’fl’~‘~‘(A) ’ 
it is clear that Im(+) G H&k(A’). Now we prove that the equality holds. Let 
w E n’-‘(A) such that dw E P’0’-‘“(A) + dP’fi’-‘(A). There exist w1 E 
O’-‘+l(A) and w2 E 0’-‘(A) such that dw = P’q + dP’u,. It is easy to see that 
the class of w - P’w, in H’-‘(D;“,,) is an element whose image in HrL(A’) is the 
class of w. 0 
Theorem 5. For each j 2 0 we have: 
(4 H’(D(*,,) = 
WA,) 
dW’(A,) ’ 
(b) H’-‘(D;;,) = H’,-,A’+,)CB(P’~‘~‘+‘(A’+,) fl d&‘(A’+,)) 
= H’,-,‘(A’) CT3 
H’-‘(Lt,) 
P’ll~‘(A’+,) f~ dO’-‘-l(A’+l) 
(c) Let 0 < m <w. Zf Cl’(A) = 0 Vt > m, then 
H’-‘(D,*) = 0 vj - r > m and H”(Dy) = HER(Ajm,+,). 
Proof. (a) It follows immediately from Lemma 2. 
(b) Since 
flj-‘+YA> 
p’+lfij-‘+l(A) + dp’+‘fin’-‘(A) 
P’+‘flj-‘+‘(A) + dp’+lRjp’(A) 
P’~‘~‘+l(A’+l) ’ 
we have 
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H’-‘(D;“,.,,) = ker 
a’-,(A,+,) i2-r+1(A,+,) 
dR’-‘-‘(A,+,) + P’fl-“‘(A,,,) 
Now, applying the snake lemma to the diagram 
o-o- ~‘-v,+,> @VL+J 
I 
df2prpL(A,+,)- dfl-‘-‘(A,+,) -’ 
1 
d 
1 
d 
O- P’f2-‘+‘(A,+,)- LRj-r+l(A,+l) - 
LR’-‘+‘(A,+,) 
P’i2-‘+‘(A,+,) -’ 
we obtain the short exact sequence 
O+ H&(A,++ H’-‘(DTj,,,) 
-e,f’rOimr+‘(A,+l) fl don’-‘(A,+,)+O, 
where d is induced by the De Rham differential. In consequence, 
W’(D(*,,) = H’-‘(D;“,,,,) 
= Hb;(A,+,) Cl3 i(P,12mr”(A,+,) n df2pr(A,+1)) 
Let us now prove the second equality. The long exact sequence of homology 
associated to 
is 
. . . + Hj-‘-I (D;j_,,)L H’-’ (L;j,)+ H’-,(D;;,) 
+ H’-‘(D;,_,,)+ H’mr(L;j,)+ * * * , 
with d induced by the De Rham differential. By Lemma 4 the image of + is 
HL<(A ,) and 
d(H’-‘-‘(D;;m,,) = di(P%-,(A,+,) fl dflmrm’(A,+,)) 
= P’fi’-‘(A,+,) n dfl-‘-‘(A,+,) . 
This finishes the proof. 
(c) It can be deduced immediately from Lemma 2 and the hypothesis, because 
finr(A,+,) is a quotient of R’(A). 0 
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Now let K* be the cochain complex given by 
f&4 dp O’(A) tip R’(A) ci~ f&J) dP K*=()jTw-------.-., 
Pfi (A) Pfl ‘(A) P&(A) P&(A) 
where dP designs the morphism dP(w) = dP A w. Let KTj, be the subcomplex of 
K* defined by 
Since P is a non zero divisor of A and fT(A)(s 2 1) is flat, the family 
is an isomorphism of KT,, in L T,, . SO, H’(LT,,) = H’(L;;.,) = H’(K*) for all 
i<min(j, j’). 
Proposition 6. Let s 2 0. If H’(K*) = 0 Vt < s, then 
H’-‘(II;;,) = Hh-;(A,+,) = HA-,‘(A,) = . . . = H&;(A ,) 
Vj-r<s-1 
and 
H’-‘(D;,,) = H;;(A,-s+l) . 
Proof. It is enough to show that 
H’m’(D;j_,,) = H&(Arpt+,) if r > t and j - r + 1 <s 
and 
H’-‘(D ;“,pr,) = H;-;(Ar-r) ifr>tand j-r<s, 
which can be deduced immediately since from Theorem 5 we have 
H’-‘(D ;;-,,) = H/,-,A .~,+,)~(P’-‘~‘~‘+‘(A,~,+,) n di2-r(Ar_,+,)) 
= H;;(Ar_J CI3 
Hjm’(L;*,_,,) 
P’-‘fi’-‘(A r_-f+ ,) n df22’-‘m’(A,_,+ ,) ’ 
from Lemma 3 we have 
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(f’-rfl’-r+l(Ar_r+l) r--~ do’-‘(A,_,+,)) c H’++‘(L;;.m,+,,) , 
and, by the hypothesis, 
H’-‘+l(Lyj_l+l)) = H’-‘+l(K*) = 0 if r > t and j - Y + 1 < s , 
and 
H - i r (L(*,_,,) = H’-‘(K*) = 0 ifr>tand j-r<s. 0 
Theorem 7. Let O~s~rn 5~. Suppose that H’(K*) =0 Vt <s and a’(A) =0 
Vt > m. Then 
Wl(A,) 
c3rh$ [H~~2i(A,,,)~(pn”-litl(~~+~) n dl2”-“(A,,,))]} 
H;i2’(Ai) G3 
H”-2’(L;“,p,,) 
Z”6?n-2r(A;+I) fl do”-“‘~‘(A;+J II 
where h = max(l,[(n - m + 1) /2]) and h’ = max(l,[(n - s + 2) /2]). Moreover, we 
have: 
(a) Zf i > (n - s + 1)/2, Hb;*‘(Ai+,) = H”6,2’(A,) = 3.. = Hb;2i(A,). 
(b) Zf YE - m is even and n - m 2 2, the term for i = h in the first equality is 
wx4(n-m+2)/2)~ 
Note that when h > h’ - 1 the second term of the above formulae vanish and 
both become 
Proof. In [4], it is shown that HC,(A,) = @!zt’ Hn-2i(D;‘n_ij). From Theorem 
5, we have 
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(1) fwq)> = 
fi”(A,) 
dfF’(A 1) ’ 
(2) H”-2’(D;n_;,) = H;;2f(Ai+,)63(f”fl~2i+‘(A;+,) r-l d.n”p2i(A,+,)) 
= II&~‘(A i) CD 
HnyL;*,_,)) 
P’fl”-2i(A;+,) n dO”-“-‘(Ai+,) 
ifi>O, 
(3) H”-2’(D;“,mij) = 
ifn-2i>m, 
if n - 2i = m 
and, from Proposition 6, we have 
(4) Hn~2f(D;‘n~,,) = ~I&~‘(A~+~) = ~I&~‘(A,) = . . . = H;;2’(A ,) 
ifn-2i+l<s 
and 
(5) Hn-2’(D;in_,,) = HLi*‘(A j) if n - 2i + 1 = s 
To show (l), we must see that 
fpQ),*_,) = O forO<i<h, 
Ham” for i 2 h’ . 
This can be deduced from (3), (4) and (5), because i < [(n - m + 1) /2] if and 
only if n - 2i > m, and i 2 [(n - s + 2) 121 if and only if n - 2i < s. We finish this 
proof verifying (a) and (b). The first assertion follows immediately from (4); the 
second can be deduced from the last equality in (3). 0 
Remark 8. When s = m - 1, Theorem 7 becomes 
HC,(Al) = 
fl”(A,) 
dRn-l(A ) ~H~~2(A,)~H”6,4(A,)$... ifnsm, 
1 
HCn(A,) = %&4~n-,n+2~,2) ~3 fGR2Wwn+2~,2) 
CD H;R4(A 1) 43 H;R6(A ,) 63. . . 
= fGRG4(n-m)i2) 
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HC,(A,) = %R1(A(n-m+3),d 
@(P (n~m+‘)‘2~m(A~n-m+3),~~ n dQ’?A(n-m+3),2)) 
~H~,“(A,)~H”,,5(A,)~... 
= Hz1(A(nMz+1),2) 
Hm-‘(L * 
@ p(nvn+l)/2~m-1(A _ 
((n+rP1)/2) > 
(n m+3)12)” dflnmp2G4(n-m+3),2) 
~HmDR3(A1)~HmDR5(A1)~... 
ifn>mandn+misodd. 
Let S be a multiplicative subset of k[X,, . . . , X,]. Now, we would like to study 
the case A = K’k[X,, . , X,]. Previously we need to establish two results that 
are valid without any hypothesis about smoothness. 
Lemma 9. Let k be a characteristic zero field. If C = C,, %3 C, $ C, $. . . is a 
graded k-algebra and C,, = k, then the De Rham cohomology of C is 
HLR(C) = k and HGR(C) = 0 Vn 2 1. 
Proof. From Proposition 2.2 of [6] and formulae (2.7) of the same paper, the De 
Rham complex of C is a direct sum of the complex 
(**) HH,(C) ~HH,(C)~HH,(C)~--, 
and, moreover, 0”(C) = HH,(C) and 0’(C) = HH,(C). Using the long exact 
sequence of Gysin and Connes and the fact that the operator S of Gysin and 
Connes is zero on the reduced cyclic homology (see [7, Proposition 2.4]), it is 
easily verified that the homology of (**) is 0 in positive degree and k in degree 0. 
Now the lemma can be deduced immediately. [7 
Let C be an arbitrary ring; p, cl, . . . , c, elements of C and C, = 6. We write 
K,(C,, (ci),_._) for the Koszul complex 
where s(e,) = ci. 
Lemma 10. Zf s + 1 elements of {p, c,, . . . , c,,,} form a regular sequence, then 
H,[K,(C,, (C,)lcic,)l=O vn>m --s. 
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Proof. We can assume that the s + 1 given elements are (a) p, cl, . , c, or (b) 
c1,...,c,+1. 
Case (a): The morphism 
defined by 
complexes. 
K*(Cl, (cj)Lsi5.s)@C, K*(Cl, (ci)5<iSm)L K*(Cl? (Ci)*Si5m) ) 
the equalities $(e, @ 1) = ei and $(l 8 ej) = e,,,?,, , is a morphism of 
So, in order to prove the assertion, it is sufficient to show that 
which follows immediately from the Kunneth formula, since K,(C,, (c~),~<~_,) = 0 
Vj > m - s and, by hypothesis, H,[K,(C,, (c~),~~~~)] = 0 Vj > 0. 
Case (b): As in case (a), we see that 
H,[K*(C, (c,),,i5,>] = 0 Vn > m - 5. - 1 . 
The proof is concluded by using the long exact sequence of homology associated 
to the short exact sequence 
where rr is the canonical projection and p is the morphism p(a . e,) = pa * ei. 0 
Example 11. Let k be a characteristic zero field, S a multiplicative subset of 
k[X,, . . . ,X,1, A = S?(k[X,, ,X,J) and P E A be a noninvertible element. 
If s + 1 elements of 
L 
aP 
P/g,... ~ 
1 ’ ax, I 
form a regular sequence, then the hypothesis of Theorem 7 is satisfied. In fact, let 
us consider the Koszul complex 
K* (&’ (~),5isrnl 
An immediate computation shows that the family 
defined by 
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cp’( Q 1 dXi, A * . . A dXJ = (-l)“=’ Q.ej,A..*Aei m f 
lsj,<-.. -=c j,_, 5 m and jh # i,, Vh,h’ , 
is an isomorphism from K* in 
Now it is obvious, from Lemma 10, that the hypothesis of Theorem 7 is verified. 
Now we consider the following particular case: s = m - 1 and S = (1). Then 
dL?“-‘(Ai) = W(A ;) Vi 2 0. So, 
P’n-m”2~m(A(n-m+2),2) 
P’n-m”2~m(A~n~m+2~,2) f-~ d~‘7A~n_m+2~,2) = 
0 
if n>m and n+m is even, and 
~‘n-m+1”2~m(A~n~m+3~,2) r-~ df2m-1(A~n-m+3~,2) 
= P(n-m+‘)‘2~m(A~n_m+3~,2) = fY(A,) 
if n > m and n + m is odd. So, the equalities in Remark 8 are simplified. 
Moreover, from Lemma 9, if P is an homogeneous polynomial any De Rham 
homology is zero. Thus, we have 
HC,(A,) = 
fi”(A,) 
dan-l(A,) ifn 5 m 
and 
0 
HC,(A, > = 
if n > m and n + m is even , 
finm(A,) ifn>mandn+misodd. 
This last result has been obtained by many other authors (for instance [3], when 
k = @, [9] and [2]). 
Remark 12. We can repeat all the results until Theorem 5 for A I = 9, when A is 
an homologically regular k-algebra and Z is an ideal of A that is locally a complete 
intersection. We only have to replace PalIp by ZYZ’ and dP‘Y2’ by d(Z") flnP 
everywhere, and denote Aa = $. 
As a corollary we obtain the following generalization of Theorem 7: 
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Theorem. Let 0 9 m 5 a, Suppose that 0’(A) = 0 Vt > m. Then 
HC,(A,) 
fW%) 
= dfln”-‘(A ‘) 
flYA > 
= dR”-‘(A ,) 
H;i2’(A i) G3 
fF(l&)) 
Z’fl”-2i(Ai+,) n dflnn-2i-1(A,+,) ’ 
where h = max(l,[(n - m + 1) /2]) and L;“,, for j 2 0 is the cochain complex 
o+ Z’@(A) d Z’%‘(A) 
Z’+‘@(A) - Z%?‘(A) 
_.._d, IO’-‘(4  
Z’W’(A) 
d ; O’(A) >. 
ZW(A) 
Moreover, if n - m is even and n - m 2 2, the term for i = h in the first equality is 
fGRG4+r+2)l:)~ 
Remark 13. At this moment we can answer Vigu&Poirrier’s question: “interpre- 
ter le quotient 
k ’ 
where HCg’( 4) = H”(D~,,) in our terminology. 
In fact, by the generalization of Theorem 5 mentioned in Remark 12, we have: 
H”(+,) = HO,,(A.+,)~(z”~‘(A.+,)nd(A.+,)) 
= f&&L+,)@ff”@,*,,) . 
WhenA=S-‘(k[X,,.. . ,X,,,]) with S a multiplicative subset of k[X,, . . . ,X,1, 
Z = (P) with P a polynomial and there exist two elements in 
1 PC -FE ’ ax, ’ . . ’ ax, I 
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without a common factor, from Example 11 and Proposition 6 we obtain 
HCC’ (“p, (-1 = Hv+,,) = fcdAn+l) . 
Remark 14. There exists a decomposition of the Hochschild homology which is 
similar to the decomposition given on p. 206 for the cyclic homology. In the case 
of the Hochschild homology, the complexes D&, are replaced by the complexes 
L&. Note that using the first equality in Theorem 7, we can write the cyclic 
homology of $J as a direct sum of De Rham homologies and a submodule of the 
Hochschild homology of &. The second equality in Theorem 7 allows us to write 
the cyclic homology of & as a direct sum of De Rham homologies and of a 
quotient of the Hochschiid homology of 6. 
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